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CONSTRUCTION
COURSE LAUNCHED
AT CUMBERNAULD

“
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Work took place over the
summer to convert a workshop
space within the campus

A course in construction skills
is being offered for the first
time at the Cumbernauld
Campus.

The full-time course, entitled
‘Joinery and Decorating –
Internal Refurbishment and
Refit’, started in August and
is designed for school-leavers
or career changers wishing to
pursue a career in the industry.

Work took place over the
summer to convert a workshop
space within the campus - and
students enrolled on the course
will use their new skills to fit
out and decorate this space.
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FUNDING SECURED
FOR INTERNATIONAL
DENTAL TRAINING

“

First-ever multi-lateral
education collaboration
between the UK, China

“
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New College Lanarkshire was
selected to receive funding
to develop its international
dental training programmes
from an initiative developed
by the British Council
and China’s Ministry of
Education.
Designed to boost education
partnerships, the initiative
is the first-ever multi-lateral
education collaboration
between the UK, China and
the Belt & Road Initiative
(BRI) countries and 28
universities across 12
countries will benefit.
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STAFF BIG
BREAKFAST

The summer end-of-term
charity breakfast raised
£526.48 for Maggie’s

The summer end-of-term
charity breakfast raised
£526.48 for Maggie’s
- thanks to generous
donations from staff.
The Big Breakfast was
held in the Motherwell and
Coatbridge campuses to
celebrate the end of another
successful year at NCL.
The Motherwell Campus
raised £399.28 while
Coatbridge raised £127.20.
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CONSTRUCTION

“

All three students
successfully completed a
six-week work placement

“
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Three female students who
completed a Construction
Pre-Apprenticeship course at
the College secured Modern
Apprenticeships in joinery.

Hollie McArthur beat scores of
other applicants to gain a job as
an apprentice joiner with national
house builder Barratt Homes.
Sarah Healy and Helena
Montague, meanwhile, have both
been offered jobs by Newhousebased property maintenance
company Timetra.
All three students successfully
completed a six-week work
placement at Timetra as part of
their studies.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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Photography students struck gold
at the annual British Institute of
Professional Photography (BIPP)

Photography students struck gold
at the annual British Institute of
Professional Photography (BIPP)
Scottish Region Student Awards.
Six accolades were collected by
HNC and HND students from
the Motherwell Campus at the
prestigious annual competition.

The awards, which attracted more
than 450 entries from student
photographers across Scotland,
took place recently in the Meow
Photography Studios in Edinburgh.
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SUPPORTED
LEARNING

Students in the Faculty of
Supported Learning celebrated
completing their studies in a
series of events at New College
Lanarkshire.

The Celebration of Achievement
ceremonies took place over three
days at our Motherwell Campus.
Friends, family and supporters
joined faculty staff in applauding
the students’ accomplishments and
acknowledging the different routes
they are taking to achieve their
potential.
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Friends, family and
supporters joined faculty staff
in applauding the students’
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A former Computer Aided Design
student represented Scotland in an
international skills competition in
Russia.
Ross Megahy competed in
WorldSkills Kazan 2019 as part of
the 37-stong Team UK from 22-27
August.

He joined more than 1,600
competitors representing more than
60 countries across 56 skills areas,
all competing to win gold, silver or
bronze medals.

“

A former Computer Aided
Design student represented
Scotland in an international
skills competition

“

ROSS FLIES THE
FLAG AT WORLDSKILLS
KAZAN

AWARD-WINNING
PHOTOGRAPHY
LECTURERS

Photography lecturers brought
home four prizes from the
British Institute of Professional
Photographers Scotland
Regional Professional Awards
2019, held recently in Edinburgh.
Elizabeth Morton won a gold
award in the Open category
while colleague Peter Adams
picked up the Silver and Bronze
awards in the same category.
Lewis Napier, Curriculum and
Quality Leader for Animation,
Photography, Art and Design
also won a Silver award in the
Self-Commissioned Commercial
category.
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Photography lecturers
brought home four prizes
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NCL HAS MOST
FINALISTS COMPETING
IN WSUK LIVE
The finest apprentices and students
from across the UK were announced
as finalists at a prestigious skills
competition – and 24 of those are
from New College Lanarkshire.

The highest number of competitors
out of 194 institutions, the 24 are set
to compete in the national finals of
WorldSkills LIVE after being selected
as the top performers in their chosen
skills from National Qualifiers held
across the UK.

The talented students will now go
on to compete in front of more than
70,000 spectators at the UK final
held at The Skills Show at the NEC in
Birmingham from 21-23 November.
Around 500 competitors will vie for
gold, silver and bronze medals in
their chosen disciplines – which may
make them eligible for selection to
represent the nation at WorldSkills
Shanghai 2021.

“

The finest apprentices and
students from across the UK
were announced as finalists at
a prestigious skills competition

“
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DEMENTIA AWARDS
FOR HAIRDRESSING TEAM

A project established by a team
of staff and students from the
Faculty of Service Industries was
recognised in Scotland’s Dementia
Awards 2019.
The Styles & Smiles hair salon
won the Best Hospital Care
Initiative category at the annual
prestigious awards, which were
held on September 18th in
Glasgow’s Radisson Blu Hotel.
The salon opened in University
Hospital Wishaw in April and has
involved teams of students from
Commercial Hairdressing and
Barbering courses providing longstay patients free hair styling and
barbering services.
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The Styles & Smiles hair
salon won the Best Hospital
Care Initiative category

MARKET DAY SHORTLISTED FOR CDN AWARD

“

The Learner Engagement initiative
‘Market Day’ was shortlisted for a
College Development Network award

The Learner Engagement initiative
‘Market Day’ was shortlisted for a
College Development Network award
for developing essential skills.
The award was shortlisted in
the Essential Skills category for
demonstrating that the College has
embraced the ethos of essential
skills in the curriculum, ensuring
that students articulate and
demonstrate their skills and the
potential to utilise these skills in
different contexts.

The Market Day initiative was
created by the College’s Learner
Engagement Team to build on the
success of their award-winning ‘Be
Engaged’ initiative launched in 2016,
encouraging students to get involved
in various extra-curricular activities
to develop their skillset outside the
classroom.

Marketday
A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE FUNDED BY JOHN MATHER TRUST
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LANARKSHIRE
BUSINESS HUB
CELEBRATES 10 YEARS
A networking forum for
businesses in Lanarkshire
celebrated its 10th Anniversary
– celebrating with a special event
attended by over 65 members!
The Lanarkshire Business
Hub, hosted by New College
Lanarkshire and supported by
North and South Lanarkshire
Councils, offers a free networking
forum for over 500 members
from across 64 business
sectors across Lanarkshire and
Central Scotland – sharing
knowledge and good practice
through networking and guest
presentations.

“

Networking forum for
businesses in Lanarkshire
celebrated its 10th Anniversary
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NCL HOSTS BILT
ACADEMY 2019

Some of Europe’s brightest
students of building
engineering and architecture
attended a one-day summit at
the College.
The BILT Academy 2019 saw
more than 100 students and
academics drawn from across
the continent descend on the
Motherwell Campus.

The sold-out event featured a
mix of talks and workshops
from global industry experts
who showcased new technology
practices in addition to
developments in software and
project management.
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The sold-out event featured a
mix of talks and workshops
from global industry experts

MINISTER FOR
SKILLS SUPPORTS STEP
INTO STEM
Scotland’s Minister for Business,
Fair Work and Skills, Jamie
Hepburn MSP, encouraged school
pupils to ‘Step into STEM’ at
the launch of the latest series
of events encouraging young
people to engage with Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Maths subjects.
Organised by Developing the
Young Workforce (DYW), ESP
(Energy Skills Partnership)
Scotland and New College
Lanarkshire, the Step into STEM
initiative aims to inspire young
people to consider a career in
STEM-related roles.
It involves secondary school
pupils trying their hands at a
series of fun, interactive activities
in addition to meeting with
employers who actively recruit
candidates with STEM skills.

“

Scotland’s Minister for
Business, Fair Work and
Skills, Jamie Hepburn
MSP, encouraged school
pupils to ‘Step into STEM’

“
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PROJECT SEARCH
CELEBRATED
An initiative offering young adults
with additional support needs the
opportunity to gain work experience
was awarded for its positive outcomes.

DFN Project SEARCH, a joint initiative
between New College Lanarkshire,
NHS Lanarkshire, SERCO, ISS and
both North and South Lanarkshire
Councils, offers a one-year
employability programme giving
students the opportunity to work in
a busy hospital environment either
at University Hospital Hairmyres,
Monklands or Wishaw.
Both Monklands and Wishaw were
recognised for an Employment
Outcome Award at the DFN Project
SEARCH Conference & Awards
Ceremony in City Hall, Preston, for
achieving above 70% of students
securing paid employment over 16
hours a week – with Monklands
achieving 75% and Wishaw achieving
88%. The national average is
currently 60%.

“

Project SEARCH, a joint
initiative between New College
Lanarkshire, NHS Lanarkshire,
SERCO, ISS and both North and
South Lanarkshire Councils

“
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STUDENTS TAKE
OVER SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT RESTAURANT
Hospitality and Professional
Cookery students were given
a unique opportunity to
showcase their skills to some
very important guests after
taking over the Members’
Restaurant of the Scottish
Parliament.

A group of 11 students
designed, prepared and
served a three-course meal
to a packed restaurant of
MPs, MSPs and their guests –
including Clare Adamson MSP
and Marion Fellows MP.
Six students were behind
the scenes in the kitchen,
putting their skills from
their Professional Cookery
course into action, while five
were front of house putting
their learnings from the
Introduction to Hospitality
course into practice.

“

A group of 11 students
designed, prepared and
served a three-course meal

“
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